
Science Objectives
The IRIS science investigation is centered on 3 themes of broad significance to 
solar and plasma physics, space weather, and astrophysics, aiming to understand 
how internal convective flows power atmospheric activity:

1. Which types of non-thermal energy dominate in the chromosphere and beyond?

2. How does the chromosphere regulate mass and energy supply to corona and 
heliosphere?

3. How do magnetic flux and matter rise through the lower atmosphere, and what 
role does flux emergence play in flares and mass ejections?

Observations 
Spectra covering temperatures from 4,500 K to 10 MK

Images covering temperatures from 4,500 K to 65,000 K

Baseline: 5s for slit-jaw images, 1s for 6 spectral windows, rapid rastering

Predicted Count Rates

Observing Modes

Overview
The primary goal of NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) 
small explorer is to understand how the solar atmosphere is energized. The 
IRIS investigation combines advanced numerical modeling with a high 
resolution UV imaging spectrograph.

IRIS will obtain UV spectra and images with high resolution in space (1/3 
arcsec) and time (1s) focused on the chromosphere and transition region of 
the Sun, a complex dynamic interface region between the photosphere and 

corona. In this region, all 
but a few percent of the 
non-radiat ive energy 
l e a v i n g t h e S u n i s 
converted into heat and 
radiation. IRIS fills a 
crucial gap in our ability 
to advance Sun-Earth 
connection studies by 
tracing the flow of energy 
and plasma through this 
foundation of the corona 
and heliosphere. 

General

! Multi-channel imaging spectrograph with 20 cm UV telescope. 

 ! Spectra along a slit (1/3 arcsec wide) and slit-jaw images. 

 ! CCD detectors with 1/6 arcsec pixels. 

 ! Effective spatial resolution: 0.33 (FUV) and 0.4 arcsec (NUV)

 ! Maximum field of view: 120x120 arcsec.

Spectra
 ! Far-UV channels: 1332-1358Å & 1390-1406Å at 40 mÅ resolution

 ! Near-UV channel: 2785-2835Å at 80 mÅ resolution

Slit-jaw Images
 ! 1335 Å and 1400 Å with 40 Å bandpass each

 ! 2796 Å and 2831 Å with 4 Å bandpass each

Instrument
20 cm UV telescope + spectrograph

Mission Details
Sun-synchronous, polar orbit: continuous observations 8 months/year

Expected launch date: around December 2012

Data rate 0.7 Mbits/s: 3-60 more than previous imaging spectrographs

Coordinated observations with Hinode, SDO, STEREO & ground-based 
observatories for photospheric magnetograms and coronal imaging

Collaborating Institutions: ! ! !     LMSAL (PI: Alan Title)

 ! LMS&ES (spacecraft)! ! ! ! ! NASA ARC (mission ops)

! SAO (telescope) ! ! ! ! ! ! MSU (spectrograph)

! LSJU (data handling) ! ! ! ! ! UiO (modeling, data)

High throughput allows for rapid rasters of high S/N spectra that allow line centroid 
velocity determination down to 0.5 km/s precision within 1 s exposures for brightest lines.

Numerical Modeling
The IRIS science investigation has a 
strong theory/numerical modeling 
component. State-of-the-art radiative 3D 
MHD numerical simulations and synthetic 
(non-LTE) diagnostics in, e.g., optically 
thick lines like Mg II h/k, will allow 
de ta i l ed compar i sons w i th IR I S 
observables. Such comparisons are key to 
interpreting the IRIS data, and ultimately 
determining the non-thermal energization 
of the solar atmosphere.  

Comparison to SUMER/EIS

Example showing synthetic slit-jaw images and spectral 
profiles in Mg II h/k by using MULTI_3D on snapshots 
of 3D radiative MHD simulations from the University 
of Oslo (BIFROST). Courtesy Mats Carlsson (UiO/ITA).

Example showing intensity, doppler shift, line width and spectral 
profiles of the optically thin Si IV 1394 A line by using CHIANTI on 
snapshots from BIFROST simulations. Courtesy Viggo Hansteen 
(UiO/ITA).

The high throughput & spatial 
resolution, and simultaneous slit-jaw 
imag ing o f IR IS wi l l prov ide 
unprecedented v iews o f the 
c o n n e c t i o n b e t w e e n t h e 
chromosphere, TR and corona. For 
example, IRIS can take a full spectral 
raster across 6 arcsec and context 
slit-jaw imaging at 0.33 arcsec 
resolution within the time it takes 
SUMER or EIS to expose one slit 
pos i t ion (~20s ) a t 2 arcsec 
resolution. Ask to see the movie!
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